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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER 
 

by H. Alan Hoover 
 

 In July, as we reflect in this issue a bit more on our participation at Washington 2006, reports 
from our Secretary indicate a healthy membership drive with 14 new members signed up.  Welcome 
to all the new members!  We are pleased to have you and hope we can be of service in your interest of 
Hungarian Philately.  Let us know if we miss fulfilling some of your initial expectations. 
 Washington was a great show.  I liked the venue, the layout and the location of Washington.  
Unfortunately, I didn’t get to spend as much time there as I would have liked.  The exhibits were out-
standing; the success of two of our society members is reported in this issue; and, from what I heard 
from the dealers, they, too, were very pleased.  I especially liked the exhibit on early Hungary from a 
Slovak gentleman; we need to recruit him as a member for such an outstanding work he put together!  
It also was a pleasure to spend so much time on further understanding Bob Morgan’s inflation exhibit. 
 It was wonderful to meet so many of our members, to sit and to share and to match faces with 
the names.  Thanks to all the members who assisted in so many ways, in all the efforts.  My heartfelt 
thanks to our Vice President Bob Morgan, who was the backbone of making our society presence 
such a success; thank you from me and everyone Bob – couldn’t have been a better job done.  And, 
thanks to István for his dedication to our membership by offering his review of so many items. 
 At our Executive Board meeting at Washington 2006, we received information about a poten-
tial conflict with servicing our society at WESTPEX 2007.  The Board discussed this and decided to 
pursue another show for 2007, if we could be accommodated.  As luck would have it, CHICAGOPEX 
2007 has been putting together a Pan Slavic focus for next year’s show and has invited us to partici-
pate in the past, but due to our previous commitments, I always declined.  At the Washington show, 
further discussion was made with the CHICAGOPEX organizers and we were again extended the 
same invitation.  Many of our sister societies will all be at CHICAGOPEX, so we graciously made 
the decision to accept the offer and to participate next year at CHICAGOPEX.  It will be in late No-
vember so the weather may be starting to cool, but the new location is supposedly a vast improvement 
from the previous shows.  We have a commitment to provide us 50 frames for exhibits so I hope we 
can again rely on our exhibitors to participate again in next year’s show.  I look forward to it. 
 The Executive Board again bestows the honor of Life Membership in the society on our 30-
year member, Mr. Zoltán Kőrössy.  It was nice to meet Mr. Kőrössy in Washington personally!  
 Our webmaster has done some basic changes to our website.  Much more work is needed 
and we are again seeking your inputs. Send them directly to Matt, webmaster@hungrianphilately.org. 
 For now …. Ray, as always we will …. ‘Keep Stampin’!  

 
 
 

FROM THE TREASURER 
 

by Wes Learned 
 

 On July 1, 2006 it was both an honor and a pleasure for me to take over the reins of SHP 
Treasurer from Ted Johnson, our “Treasurer” for the past nine years.  Ted had done an exemplary job 
in that position during his tenure.  In transition, Ted has provided me with both advice and counsel 
along with a very clean, well maintained set of records.  It has proved very interesting reviewing the 
activities of the SHP for the past decade that are detailed in these papers.  Congratulations to Ted 
Johnson for serving the Society so diligently over the years.  Best wishes are also in order for your 
new appointment as “Director-at-Large.”  I am looking forward to working with you. 
 Please note that the postal and e-mail addresses for the “Treasurer” as shown in the masthead 
on the inside of the newsletter cover page have changed from Ted’s to mine.  For dues payments, 
contributions, payment requests, and general correspondence - the Powell, Wyoming PO Box should 
be used.  The email address shown will accept “Paypal” payments to the SHP. 
 As stated initially, I consider it an honor to be able to serve the Society in this capacity.  It 
should be a rewarding experience for me. Finally, I would be amiss if I did not thank Bob Morgan for 
his support and encouragement in nominating me for this position.  Thank you very much!     

 
 

mailto:webmaster@hungrianphilately.org
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KUDOS AND WELCOME 
 

Congratulations to our members for their achievements in exhibiting.  Mr. Alfred Kugel re-
ceived a gold medal and the APS 1940-80 medal at Colopex with the exhibit titled Italian World War 
II Military and Civilian Occupation Mail 1939-1943 as well as a vermeil for the single frame exhibit, 
Russian Post Offices Abroad in Anatolian Turkey 1900-1914.  Mr. Kugel won a gold medal at Tex-
pex with The Expansion of Italy Following World War I, 1918-1926 and the grand award for the sin-
gle frame exhibit Scandinavian Volunteers in Finland During the Winter War.  Mr. Kugel also col-
lected a gold medal, the grand award, and the Postal History Society St. Louis ‘Bears’ award at In-
dypex with The Allied Intervention in Russia 1918-1925. 

We would like to extend a warm welcome to our new members: Mr. Michael Canavan of 
Bowie, MD; Ms. Robin Gates Elliott of Arlington, VA; Mr. David Garner of Woodbridge, VA; 
Mr. John Gyori of Bound Brook, NJ; Mr. Donald Kursch of Washington, DC; Mr. Terry Lavender 
of Arlington, VA; Mr. John Marksz of Cleveland, OH; Mr. Lawrence Okrent of Evanston, IL; Mr. 
Joseph Orosz of Simsbury, CT; Mr. Laszlo Ribar of Forest Hills, NY;  Mr. Louis Ricker of Media, 
PA; Mr. George Rosenson of Richmond, VA; Mr. David Sahr of Arlington, VA; and Mr. Norman 
Vachowiak of Arlington, VA. 

 
 
 

WASHINGTON 2006 PALMARES 
 

 The following is a list of results achieved by SHP members, Hungarian exhibitors, and Hun-
garian-related exhibits entered at the Washington 2006 International Stamp Exhibition. 

 Large Gold:  Donald Green (USA), Patent Medicine Companies of the Civil War Era; 
 Gold:  Henry Hahn (USA), Czechoslovakia (1918-1939); Alfred Kugel (USA), Postal His-

tory of Bosnia-Hercegovina; Robert Morgan (USA), Hungary: The Hyperinflation 1945-46; 
 Large Vermeil:  Gábor Bernáth (Hungary), The Hungarian Hyperinflation (1945-46); ‘Dr. 

Drag” (Rumania), Hotel Posts of Transylvania; Géza Homonnai (Hungary), Postal History 
Aspects of the 1867 Issue of Hungary; 

 Vermeil:  István Gazda (Hungary), The Polish Military Internees Camps Mail in Hungary; 
Tamás Gudlin (Hungary), Classic Postmarks of Hungary; Péter Kallós (Hungary), The Szé-
chenyi Chain Bridge in Budapest; Ferenc Kalocsai (Hungary), Hungarian Sports Series 
1925; György Kernács (Hungary), Ungarische Ganzsachen (1871-1900); 

 Large Silver:  Bálint Börcsök (Honduras), El Correo Oficial de Honduras; István Kecsedi 
(Canada), Additional Data to the 1850 Kreuzer and Centes Stamp Issue; Juraj Pálka (Slo-
vakia), Hungary Pre-Stamp Period; Philatelia Hungarica, Ltd. (Hungary), Catalog of Post-
age and Revenue Stamps of Hungary; 

 Silver:  Jay Carrigan (USA), Certified Mail in Northern Bavaria (1945); Tibor Király 
(Hungary), Oedenburger Ausgabe 1956; András Lovász (Hungary), Re-engravings of the 
20kr Stamps of the 1876-1881 Hungarian Issue. 

 
 
 

OBSERVATIONS AT WASHINGTON 2006 
 

by Robert B. Morgan 
 

 Your Society had a great corner-booth location, and our members used it for meeting others 
or for an opportunity to sit down and talk a little ‘shop.’  It was good to meet so many SHP members 
in person!  I wish everybody could have made it.  Our thanks go out to all who participated in ‘man-
ning’ of the booth together with their spouses’ help.  Our booth was always staffed thanks to Annette 
Hoover, Edith Morgan, Ted and Barbara Johnson, Paul and Corinne Arnold, Julie Krajcsovics, 
Jim and Beverly Gaul, Stella and Paul Richter.  Their help really made the difference.  Thank you! 
 As you’ve read in the previous issue of The News, István Glatz, Hungary’s Commissioner 
to Washington 2006, offered our members an opportunity to examine any philatelic material and to 
give an expert opinion.  Several members took advantage of this rare opportunity, but there is one sto-
ry stands out and I would like to share it with you.  SHP Life member Endre Krajcsovics brought his 
outstanding Hungarian Pioneer Air Mail collection to show because he had a question about one item.  
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He wasn’t sure whether to include a certain cover in the collection or not.  After Glatz gave his opin-
ion to not include it, Krajcsovics mentioned in passing that he has a couple of off-beat items that he 
wanted to show to see if Glatz could tell him something about them.  Well, when he flipped the pages 
open and Glatz glimpsed at it, István’s eyes got really big!  It turned out that he was staring at three 
world-class rarities.  These were the original essays with the designer’s signatures of Hungary’s 1920-
era air mail stamps that were never produced.  Glatz stated that Hungarian experts heard about the ex-
istence of such designs but had never seen them before – and here before him were three different 
variations presented!  I don’t have to tell you that Endre was elated at the news, and this made his 
Washington visit complete.  We are all happy and excited about this discovery. Congratulations! 
  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Participating Societies were given the opportunity to present a one-frame exhibit demonstrat-
ing to viewers the varieties of philatelic material that their Society members collect.  Our Editor, 
Csaba Kohalmi, prepared the SHP exhibit frame with sixteen pages showing the evolution of the 
many facets of Hungarian philately.  I have been told by many viewers that, in their opinion, the SHP 
frame was the best of them all.  Congratulations Csaba!  Well done.  

 Our general meeting was well attended with 
members coming from different parts of the 
country as well as Peter Kr. H. Bech from 
Denmark who wanted to meet his fellow Society 
members.  Our President H. Alan Hoover pre-
sented István Glatz with a plaque of appreciation 
from SHP.  In return, István, in the name of 
MABEOSZ, thanked us for the financial support 
SHP helped the Hungarian exhibitors with the 
frame fees.  He then presented Alan Hoover, 
Csaba Kohalmi and Bob Morgan with a special 
MABEOSZ pin.  After much interesting discus-
sions and questions and answers among the 
members, a raffle was conducted; and T.P. 
McDermott won the top prize that was donated 
by Gábor Visnyovszki.   

 

 

1920-era airmail 
stamp design 

hand-drawn and 
signed by Ferenc 
Bokros from the 
Krajcsovics col-
lection.  Three 
essays were de-

veloped by 
Bokros in 1920 
for a planned 
airmail issue.  
Unfortunately, 
the plan was 

aborted because 
of the production 

cost, and the 
Hungarian Post 
simply overprint-
ed three stamps 
with 3-8-12K 

values.   

H. Alan Hoover presenting the SHP appreciation 

plaque to István Glatz. 
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 Csaba Kohalmi presented each person at the meeting with a specially prepared ‘SHP in 
Washington’ souvenir cachet.  (A few serviced covers are still available to members who were unable 
to attend.  Please contact the Editor.) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 On Wednesday, we were privileged to enjoy István Glatz’s lectures.   Each one lasted for 
one hour and was supported by illustrations with the help of an overhead projector.  The first part was 
devoted exclusively to Hungary’s postage due stamps.  This was very interesting and informative.  
The subject of the second part was on the ‘Hivatalos’ (official) stamps and their use on official mail.  
This, too, was fascinating because we know so little about this subject.  Dr. György Löwei from 
Hungary assisted whenever translation help was needed.  On behalf of SHP, I want to thank István 
again for his efforts at Washington 2006. 
 The number of visitors to the show must have surprised even the organizers because by 
Wednesday morning the official catalogs were sold out (pre-show it could be ordered for $15 but at 
the show it was $20) and by Wednesday afternoon they ran out of visitor nametags.  It is reported that 
85,000 different individuals came to the World Philatelic Exhibition Washington 2006 with the total 
attendance of 226,000 for multiple day visits.  These numbers outdid all philatelic shows ever held in 
the USA, even the famed Ameripex 1986.  SHP is proud to have been part of this philatelic extrava-
ganza.  Our Society booth was also busy with member visitors (46 signed in), prospective new mem-
bers (14 applications were accepted) and handled numerous inquiries.  
 Midday on Thursday, Life member Kal Illyefalvi was taking a few minutes off to relax at our 
Society booth from his responsible position as Floor Manager of Washington 2006 World Philatelic 
Exhibition.  A visitor quietly came over to him to say hello.  That visitor was none other than a sitting 
US Supreme Court Justice whose name we are withholding by request!  As the saying goes, we are 
known for the friends we keep. 
 SHP can be proud of the results that our six members achieved with their exhibits at this in-
ternational event.  Donald Green was awarded a Large Gold; Alfred Kugel, Henry Hahn and Rob-
ert Morgan received Golds; Gábor Bernáth, a Large Vermeil; and Jay Carrigan was awarded Sil-
ver medals.  Great showing gentlemen, Congratulations! 
 All in all, I wouldn’t have missed this once-in-a-decade philatelic ‘Greatest Show on Earth’ 
and am glad that I participated.  It was a special treat to meet in person so many SHP members and 
philatelic friends who came from all parts of the country.  I wish we had more time to talk stamps and 
I wish I’d had more time (and energy) to look at more of those wondrous exhibits.  I seems like that 
time was woefully short to look at dealers’ offerings.  Peter Bech came from Denmark to talk specifi-
cally about our mutual interest in Hungary’s hyperinflation.  After more than 10 years, it was a pleas-
ure to see István Glatz again in person.  I was hoping to see Stephen Frater and Paul Szilagyi among 
others. but they were unable to come.  There was so much to interact with friends that the time I’ve 
spent in Washington could have been tripled and still would not have been enough.  For me, it was 
one of the great experiences of my philatelic life to I have been able to attend this show! 

 
 

 

 

István Glatz mak-
ing the Mabéosz 
gold pin presen-
tations to Bob 

Morgan (left) and 
Csaba Kohalmi 

(right). 
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HUNGARIAN MAIL HANDLED BY THE GERMAN CENSOR OFFICE IN VIENNA  
DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR 

 
by Jan-Jaap de Weerd 

 
Introduction 

 
During the Second World War, mail sent from the German Empire to destinations abroad was 

checked by special censor services.  First, the purpose was to prevent strategically important infor-
mation from falling into the hands of the enemy; and second, to check on the enemies by intercepting 
mail containing information about their doings.  Censorship, therefore, was handled as a military mat-
ter; and the way the service worked had to remain secret as much as possible in order to work effi-
ciently.  In that case, it is quite understandable that today’s collectors of censored mail should find it 
difficult to understand how this service worked since very few service notes have become public. 

The post handled by the German censor offices was marked by a large variety of hand stamps 
and other markings.  Studying these allows us to understand a bit more of how the service worked. 
The book by Karl-Heinz Riemer, Die Überwachung des Auslandsbriefverkehrs während des II. 
Weltkrieges durch deutsche Dienststellen, published in 1979, gives an inventory of the markings of 
German censoring on postal items known at the time.  Almost thirty years later, this handbook re-
mains essential for anyone studying this subject.  

Hungary was part of the territory under the supervision of the Vienna censor office.  In this 
article, I will give a short presentation of the markings affixed by this office on Hungarian mail.  The 
starting point is indeed the applicable chapter from the Riemer catalogue.  The illustrations are exam-
ples from my collection.  Since I am particularly interested in the Hungarian postal history represent-
ed by the “Turul” type postal stationery used from 1933 to 1945, a large part of the illustrations 
shown in this article is composed of such postal stationary cards. 

This study is not exhaustive; still, I shall try to discuss the main categories of the existing 
markings.  This article will not cover a very interesting aspect of the German censorship, i.e., the en-
closed forms.  The reason for this is very simple: I have not yet managed to get a single example of 
the many designs of these forms that were enclosed by the censor service to advise the sender or the 
addressee on certain postal regulations.  Often, the explanations on these slips of paper were very ex-
plicit, and by studying them we can learn interesting details about the functioning of the censor ser-
vice.  Up until now, only a few examples, and even just one example in some cases, of these forms 
have been located.  Most of the forms almost certainly disappeared in the wastebasket with or without 
the rest of the contents of the envelopes.  If one of the readers is the happy owner of an item contain-
ing such a form, then perhaps this could be the subject of another article. 

Another field of study that is bypassed here is the wide array of the markings on Hungarian 
mail of the other German censorship offices or those of the Hungarian censors themselves or yet 
again of the multiple censor services of the transit or destination countries of Hungarian mail sent 
abroad.  Indeed, the combinations are common so the number of possibilities is almost endless. 
Therefore, there is enough material to write many more articles on this subject in the future. 

 
German Censorship during the Second World War 

 
Before the beginning of the war, plans were made to centralize the censoring of the postal 

traffic between the German Empire and abroad in the censor office in Berlin.  The only exception 
would have been Eastern Prussia, which would have been handled by the Königsberg office.  When 
the war started, service regulations were far from being ready and nor was any material prepared. 

Indeed, when the Berlin office started operating in the first days of September 1939 there 
were neither hand stamps nor closing tapes available.  There was, however, a stock of the closing tape 
available from the office in charge of currency control.  This tape was used until proper censor 
equipment was provided.  Until mid-October, the tape was marked with the meter date stamp of the 
Berlin-Charlottenburg Post Office; later, it was left unmarked.  A five-digit serial numbered date 
stamp in black color was put on the back of registered mail.  Postcards used over this period of time 
did not receive any markings. 
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Quite rapidly it became clear that Berlin could not handle the great quantities of letters by it-
self and it was decided to fund decentralized censor offices.  These were chosen on the basis of the 
postal traffic and geographical location and each was identified by a letter.  In order to keep the loca-
tion of these offices secret as much as possible while leaving some distinguishing markings on the 
postal items, these letters replaced the names of the towns of the offices on the hand stamps and tapes. 

The offices handled the mail that was sent from their geographical sector to Germany or mail-
ings that went in the opposite direction.  Moreover, mail leaving the sector and going through Germa-
ny to a foreign destination was also handled there.  Also, mail from abroad that came into the sector 
via Germany was sometimes stamped by the receiving office.  What exactly determined whether a 
postal item was handled by the sector office of origin or of destination is not known. 

Some categories of mail remained under the sole jurisdiction of the ABP Wien throughout the 
whole war.  Mailings regarding legal notices or patents, musical partitions and other specialized mat-
ters that were opened in one of the decentralized offices were rerouted to Berlin after receiving the 
usual censor markings.  In Berlin, they went through the censor mill again, leaving the censor office 
with a second series of stampings and tape. 

In a span of 24 hours, the mail would have to go through the different departments: sorting; 
opening; censoring; if necessary, verification of suspect pieces; and closing.  Whenever the incoming 
mail was very important, a pre-selection was made and part of the mail was not censored.  These 
items were marked with a transit stamp showing the capital letter A (probably from 
Auslandsbriefprüfstelle) flanked by the letter of the appropriate censor office.  Mail from high gov-
ernment or party institutions as well as diplomatic or consular mail was exempt from verification; 
and, therefore, received only a transit stamp.  Normally, items that showed no censor markings at all 
were not allowed to be distributed by postal agents. 

In February 1944, when several members of the Wehrmacht surrendered to the allied side, 
Hitler decided to hand over several tasks from the Wehrmacht to the SS, amongst which was the cen-
sor service.  By mid-1944, the reorganization was a fact on paper.  It was decided to replace the neu-
tral mention Oberkommando der Wehrmacht on the hand stamps and tapes by the far more explicit 
Zensurstelle.  Until then, the use of the word “Zensur” had always been carefully avoided. 

The new equipment for the censor offices became available only at the end of the year, and it 
was in use for several months only.  This short period of use together with the fact that the postal traf-
fic with foreign countries was limited at this time explains why hand stamps and tapes with the new 
text are relatively hard to find. 
 
The Vienna Censor office for postal exchange with foreign countries  
(Auslandsbriefprüfstelle, ABP Wien)  
 

The office in Vienna was in charge of the verification of the postal traffic between the Ger-
man Empire and the countries of Bulgaria, Greece, Romania, Hungary, Turkey, and Yugoslavia (lat-
er, Serbia and Croatia).  The transit mail for these countries coming from Italy, the Vatican, France, 
and Switzerland as well as the mail of Italian prisoners of war from Egypt to Italy was added to this.  
Considering the large quantity of mail that was handled, it must have been an important office.  In 
any case, the Vienna office can be seen as pioneering the measures that were introduced there and 
adopted by other offices afterwards. 

Already from December 1939 onwards, the totality of the foreign post under its responsibility 
was verified by the Vienna office.  A large variety of hand stamps, tapes and control markings had 
been used over the time of its functioning.  The color of the stampings was red in most cases.  The of-
fice was assigned the letter “g” that was included in many of the hand stamps and tapes. 
 
Hand stamps 
 

Initially, these hand stamps were used to mark only postcards while letters received closing 
tapes without any obliteration.  Later, the marking of the major part of the normal mail was performed 
by machines; and, from June 1940 onwards, manual stampings were used mainly for registered mail. 

The first hand stamp appeared in January 1940 in blue during the first month and in red after 
that (see Figure 1).  Slightly different versions of this stamp were used until the end of 1944, all of 
them bearing the same inscription Oberkommando der Wehrmacht, Geprüft (see Figure 2).  
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As it has been said earlier, in order to keep the geographical situation of the censor offices se-

cret, names of town were clearly avoided in the hand stamps.  Such stamps with town names may ac-
tually have been prepared at the beginning of the war but it was decided not to use them.  Actually, 
there were two versions made for the Vienna office that were used sporadically, maybe when the 
normal stamps were unavailable or in times of a very high incoming mail volume.  One of these 
stamps with the inscription Auslandsbriefprüfstelle Wien, Geprüft, can be seen in Figure 3.  It is 
known to have been used in July / August 1940. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Figure 1. 
Entire postcard from 

Szeged to Germany, 13 
Feb. 1940 (above), and 
Reimer G-1 hand stamp 

detail in violet color 
(right).  Reimer does not 
mention the violet color. 

Figure 2. 
Entire postcard (Simády 
154) from Budapest to 

Vienna correctly franked 
with 36f (16f postcard 
rate, 20f airmail sur-

charge) (above).  Censor 
hand stamp Reimer G-
3a, the most common 
hand stamp in detail 

(left). 
 

  

  

Figure 3. 
Entire postcard uprated 
to 16f preferential rate 
sent from Budapest to 
Germany on 28 June 

1940 (above).  Reimer 
G-4 stamp with inscrip-
tion ‘Auslandsbriefprüf-

stelle Wien’ in    
detail (right). 

Figure 4. 
Entire registered post-
card (Simády 159) sent 
from Budapest to Ger-
many 12 Nov. 1944  at 
the preferential rate of 

18f for postcard, 70f for 
registration (above).  
German censor mark 
Reimer G-6 in detail 

(left). 
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 After the OKW was no longer responsible for the censor service, new hand stamps also came 
into use in the Vienna office.  Three versions of new stamps have been discovered up till now, one of 
these is shown in Figure 4. The inscription reads Zensurstelle, Geprüft and the letter “g” has been 
added at both sides of the eagle.  From the end of September 1944 until February 1945, this stamp 
was used on registered mail only 
 
Meter stamps 
 

The mechanical application of stamps became the way of life quite rapidly.  In most cases, 
these were positioned vertically on the left hand side on postcards.  On letters, they were used mainly 
as an identification mark on the closing tapes. 

There are numerous varieties with the same general design: circles with the eagle and the in-
scription Oberkommando der Wehrmacht, Geprüft, connected by parallel lines.  The number of lines 
varies from two (see Figure 5) to four or six and even up to seven (see Figure 6).  The distance be-
tween the circles and / or the lines also varied.  Still, one wonders whether these minor differences 
justify a separate number in a catalog.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.   
Above left: entire postcard with reply card (Simády 29) sent from Budapest to Germany on 18 April 1942, cor-
rectly uprated to the preferential postcard rate 24f.  Censored on its way out, it received the rare Riemer G-23a 
machine stamp (distance between the lines 11mm).  On 7 Mai 1942, the Leipzig PO sent it back after searching 

without success for the addressee.  Two labels were affixed: “Unbekannt” (Unknown) and “Ungenügende 
Adresse” (insufficient address).  On the return leg, it was again verified as attested by the second series of veri-

fication numbers but it did not receive a second censor stamp. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.  Entire express airmail postcard sent from 
Budapest to Berlin on 13 Nov. 1943.  It was marked 
with the Reimer G-25 censor stamp with seven lines. 

 

The meter stamps were also redesigned after the take-over of the censor office by the SS.  
The new inscription Zensurstelle, Geprüft is known on two meter stamps with either seven or two 
lines.  Both versions can be found on the card shown in Figure 7. 

This card was sent by airmail from Budapest to Neu-Oderberg, Germany, on 6 October 1944.  
By this time, airmail connections with Budapest functioned only sporadically, and the fact that the 
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card was franked according to airmail rates or received a Légiposta label did not necessarily mean 
that it was actually flown.  A Légiposta date stamp from a Budapest post office would be a stronger 
indication; but unless the item was cancelled at the Mátyásföld airport, one can not be sure it was ac-
tually transported by air.  Of course, an airmail arrival date stamp would represent the ideal proof.  
Indeed, this card has the Légiposta cds of the Budapest 4 PO. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Figure 7.  Entire card and detail. 
 
On its way out, the card went through the Vienna censor office where the text was checked 

and a solution was brushed in diagonal streaks over the message by the chemical department.  This 
solution was used to reveal hidden messages written with invisible ink.  After a seven-line meter 
stamp was affixed (Reimer G-26a), the card went to Germany; but the addressee, a Hungarian cadet 
soldier, could not be found, so it was sent back.  It once again went through the whole censor process 
and received a second series of censor markings and a meter stamp with two lines (Reimer G-26b).  
Closing machine  

In February 1942 a new machine came into use that could apply a special narrow tape as well 
as a meter stamp at the same time to letters that had been opened at the side.  Often, the very fine de-
sign of the stamp is badly printed because the underlying tape was embossed or because there was too 
much or too little ink.  The stamps also wore very rapidly.  For these reasons, clear strikes are hard to 
find, especially of the first versions.  Maybe the new technique was not yet in working order.  Figure 
8 shows a letter with the machine meter stamp that was in use from May until November 1944. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8.  Left: Entire airmail envelope sent 
from Budapest to Germany on 11 Nov. 1944 
franked with the preferential letter rate of 30f 
plus 20f airmail surcharge.  Below: Detail of 
the closing tape, Reimer G-27d. 
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Apparently, the machine did not work properly on a regular basis as many alternative solu-
tions can be found on postal items.  In December 1943, a meter stamp with the letter “c” was tempo-
rarily used as shown in Figure 9. The typical narrow tape of these machines can also be found togeth-
er with the bigger meter stamps or the transit stamps. In most cases, these were not placed on the tape 
but to the side of it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9.  Airmail letter at the 
preferential rate of 30f plus 20f 
airmail surcharge mailed from 
Kolozsvár to Germany on 25 
Nov. 1943.  Detail below shows 
the closing tape, Reimer G-27 
with the letter ‘c’. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Early in 1944 a simplified stamp was introduced. Figure 10 shows a late use of this.  Here 

again the material was adapted after the take-over by the SS (see Figure 11). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10.  Letter mailed from 
Szentgotthárd to Germany on 9 
Jan. 1945 at the preferential rate 
of 30f.  The closing tape in the de-
tail below is a late use of Reimer 
G-28a.  The reverse side of the en-
velope bears the mark ‘El-
lenőrizve’ of the Hungarian cen-
sor and closing tape.  
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Figure 11.  Letter from Budapest 

to Germany mailed on 3 Oct. 1944 

correctly franked with 30f.  The 

machine closing tape in the detail 

below bears the Reimer G-29 ma-

chine stamp.  

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Transit stamps 
 

Postal items that went through the censor office but were not checked for the reasons listed 
before received a special transit stamp.  Other examples can be found on mail returned to the sender 
which already had been verified on the way out and only got a transit mark on the way back. 

Three versions with different sizes and types of letters of transit stamps are known (see Fig-
ure 12).  Several versions were in use at the same time.  In order to distinguish the postal items that 
were handled by the different agents, little carvings were made at different places in the circle that 
surrounds the letters “Ag.”  This personalization makes it possible for the collector to try to find ex-
amples of each individual transit stamp.  While all the other stampings are almost exclusively in red 
color, these transit hand stamps are usually blue or bluish-black. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12.  Registered postcard 
sent from Dunagálos to Germany 
on 31 July 1944, franked 18f post- 
card rate Germany plus 70f regis- 

tration.  Censored on the way to Germany, it received the Riemer G-3b hand stamp.  On the way back, it re-
ceived the transit hand stamp Riemer G-32 as well as a second 6-large digit registration number in black.  As a 
minimum, the addresses were checked again but perhaps not the contents: there's only one penciled identifica-
tion number of a censor agent.  The censor office also checked one of its passages chemically. 
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In some cases this stamp was requisitioned when the closing machine did not work as can be 
seen in Figure 13.  On this cover the stamp was positioned beside a neutral brown closing tape. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13. 

Letter from Komárom to Bohemia Moravia sent on 11 September 1941, one of the last days for the 32f preferen-
tial letter rate.  The neutral brown closing tape with a transit Reimer G-30 hand stamp beside it was used. 

 
 In 1944 a transit machine stamp came into use; but, apparently, it was used only sporadically 
since examples are relatively hard to find (see Figure 14). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14.  Postcard from Ka-
locsa mailed on 14 July 1944 to 
Croatia.  The detail shows the 
Reimer G-40 machine transit 
stamp.  

  
 

Verification Numbers 
 
From January 1940 onwards, the verified postal items were marked with numbers for various 

reasons according to the Riemer handbook.  Numbered stamps with three or four digits were applied 
after address verification of the sender and of the addressee.  Penciled numbers, often placed in the 
lower right corner, are typical of the Vienna Office and identified the individual censor agents. 

From mid-1941 onwards, all items received an entrance number with a six digit numerator. 
This stamp in green color is a good indication that an item went through the Vienna office.  Figure 15 
shows a letter with such a number that was sent from the KLV-Lager in Szulok.  It was postmarked in 
Budapest but, as attested by the typical camp address stamp at the lower left corner, the letter was ac-
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tually written by a child staying in this camp to a member of his family in Germany (his mother or 
sister?).  These Kinderlandverschickungslager were places in the countryside where entire classrooms 
of children were sent along with their teachers in order to be safe from the bombings of the cities.  All 
sorts of quarters were requisitioned: schools, hotels, society buildings, holiday resorts.  When such 
sites became hard to find in Germany, hiding places were set up in friendly countries such as Slovakia 
or Hungary.  Each camp received a number.  This camp in Szulok was assigned “Ung - 68.” I have a 
letter from a KLV-Lager with the high number “Ung - 406” that indicates how important this opera-
tion was in Hungary. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 15. 

Letter written by a child in the children’s camp at Szulok, sent from Budapest on 5 Oct. 1943 to Hamburg. 
Green six-digit numerator stamp is on the front, seven-line machine censor stamp on the back.  The front shows 

an offset from this censor stamp. 
 
 Riemer also mentions similar red registration numbers that, according to him, were used from 
the autumn 1940 onwards on registered mail.  Until November 1940, these numbers were written in 
red pencil, afterwards they were replaced with a 6-digit red and, later, black numerator stamp.  Usual-
ly they were crossed out in pencil somewhere in the censoring sequence.  Combinations of stamped 
and handwritten numbers can also be seen (see Figure 16). 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 16.  Express letter mailed from Budapest 
to Graz on 12 Sep. 1942 correctly franked with 
1P62f.  The letter received a 6-digit red numera-
tor stamp that was complemented by a hand-
written ‘2’. 
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 I have two registered letters that were marked much earlier, starting in December 1939, by a 
red 5-digit registration number, again an indication that the Vienna office was ready to function very 
rapidly (see Figure 17). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. 
Registered letter card (Simády 47) 
sent on 29 December 1939 from Bu-
dapest to Mainz, Germany.  Franking 
is correct: 50f registration, 32f pref-
erential letter rate.  The letter card 
was opened by the censor at the right 
hand side as attested by the remaining 
closing tape.  There is no text written 
inside, it seems the lettercard was 
used simply as an envelope.  It re-
ceived a five-digit red numerator 
mark.  
 
Closing Tape 
 

Postal items that were closed with the same tape used for the currency verification service by 
the Berlin office are also known for the Vienna office.  In Vienna, the tape was obliterated with the 
date stamp of the Wien 1 post office in October 1939.  Since the exact date of opening of the ABP 
Wien is not known, it is not clear whether these letters were effectively censored or only checked for 
currency enclosure (see Figure 18).  

 Until recently, individual closing labels like those used by the other censor offices weren’t 
known to exist for the Vienna office.  The journal of the Arge Zensur (the German censor collectors’ 
working group) mentions a recently found letter with such a closing label not mentioned by Riemer. 
Considering its rareness, it was probably not used frequently in Vienna (see Figure 19). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 18.  This item was on eBay years ago.  It was 

posted in a letterbox (LEVÉLSZEKRÉNYBŐL) in 

Budapest on 18 Oct. 1939.  The Postage was insuffi-

cient: airmail surcharge 20f, letter 32f, missing 2f or 

more if the letter weighed over 20g.  The contents 

were verified and the envelope closed with the tape of 

the "Devisenüberwachung". 
 

Figure 19. 
Closing label of the Vien-
na censor office, not men-

tioned in the Riemer 
handbook.  Dimensions: 
60 x 75 mm. (Example  is  
form the Landsmann col-

lection) 
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On the other hand, it was this office that introduced in December 1939 the closing tape, again 
a sign that it was well organized. The first design of this tape shows the mention "Geprüft" (Verified) 
alternately with circles holding the inscription " Oberkommando der Wehrmacht ". This tape was in 
use for two months only. The letters were opened lengthwise along the back and received no other 
markings besides the tape (see Figure 20). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 20.  
Letter sent from Budapest to Graz, Austria, posted on 8 December 1939, arrived 12 December 1939.   The 

franking of 32f was sufficient for the preferential letter rate  but not for the airmail surcharge.  The Légiposta 
date stamp on the 6f Arcképek notwithstanding, it is not sure that the letter went by airmail. The censor closing 

tape at the back shows the inscription “Geprüft” (Riemer G-50). 
 

 Already in January 1940, the strict wording “Geprüft” (Examined) was replaced by the more 
neutral “Geöffnet” (Opened).  Also, from now on, the envelopes were almost always opened at the 
left side and the width of the tape was positioned half on the front and half on the back.  Different 
versions came into use in the years after that from March 1940 onwards marked with the recognition 
letter "g" in circles.  These letters exhibited several errors.  Riemer mentions the appearance of a tape 
in 1941 on which the letter “g” is missing.  When the authorities tried to rectify this error, the letter 
“e” was mistakenly introduced.  Figure 21 shows a letter with tape bearing this error.  Tapes with let-
ter “e” were also used this year. The fact that the text “Geöffnet” appears alternatively at the upper 
and the lower half of the tape distinguishes this Vienna version from the tape that was used by the 
Frankfort “e” office where the text was always positioned vertically in the middle of the tape. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 21. 
Letter from Budapest to Wien posted on 23 

January 1941 at the preferential rate of 
32f.  Censor closing tape (Riemer G-53c) 

with one of the letters erroneously “e” (un-
der the right swastika) instead of “g” is 

shown in the detail below. 
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Again, at the end of 1944 the SS left its marks here.  The text in the circles was renamed 
“Zensurstelle”.  This new tape was applied principally on registered mail (see Figure 22). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 22. 
Overfranked letter sent from Komárom to Wiesbaden, Germany on 27 November 1944.  Registration was 70f, 
express 1P, airmail surcharge 20f, letter rate 30f or 60f depending on its weight for a required total of 2P30f, 

minimum.  The intention of the Komárom “commis des postes” (postal clerk) was that, in spite of the war com-
ing closer and closer, the letter was  a philatelic mailing!   At least it allows us to discover the censor closing 

tape and hand stamp with the text “Zensurstelle” (Riemer G-55 and G-6). 
 

Verification by the Gestapo 
 
A department existed in the larger Censor Offices that verified foreign newspapers and maga-

zines. This department was serviced by the Geheime Staatspolizei (Gestapo).  In general, their censor 
stamps can be found on newspaper wrappers. 

The Gestapo department in the Vienna Office used a hand stamp with the text “Geheime 
Staatspolizei, Geprüft” and the number “2”.  Unfortunately, I cannot show you an example on Hun-
garian mail.  The same mention appears on the two versions of what looks like a machine stamp but 
in fact probably was a hand roller stamp (see Figure 23). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 23. 
Gestapo censor mark 
(Riemer GS-3) on a 
wrapper  from Budapest 
to Vienna, date stamp un-
clear (August 1941). 
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Conclusion 
 

The last word has yet to be said about the stampings and other markings applied by the Vien-
na censor office on Hungarian mail.  In Germany, the Censor Study Group (Arge Zensur), has been 
trying for several years to update the inventory made by Riemer in 1979.  The members of the group 
have already discovered a certain number of markings unknown to Riemer.  From the study of a mul-
titude of postal items, it has also been possible to rectify the periods of use of many censor tools as 
well as their indication of scarcity.  The more collectors participate in this action, the more complete a 
new catalogue will be eventually.  Contributions are welcomed either by the author (jan-jaap.de-
weerd@wanadoo.fr) or directly by Mr. Horst Landsmann (horst.landsmann@arcor.de), the coordina-
tor of the updating at the Arge Zensur.  Of course, Mr. Landsmann would be happy with contributions 
concerning all the German censor offices that were functioning during the Second World War. 
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WHEN FANTASY MEETS REALITY 
 

By Simon Barb 
 

Fine examples of Baranya stamps on cover are always interesting and have a healthy follow-
ing - not least because they offer some guarantee of genuineness in a world where every overprinted 
occupation period stamp (rightly) attracts skepticism. 
 Even more eagerly sought after are examples of Baranya postal stationery which have been 
through the mails - while, perhaps, the crème de la crème are examples of such postal stationery to 
foreign destinations. 
 A recent Profila auction caught my attention because of an attractive group of similar exotic 
items which were offered for sale. Here is an example: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 Other items included two different kinds of Serbian postal stationery which had been similar-
ly upgraded and several more conventional examples of Baranya postal stationery. All of these had 
been expertized by the highly esteemed expert in Occupation issues, the late Mr. Dezső Flasch. 
 This sent me rushing to my collection to search out an item which I recall having purchased 
from eBay a few months ago. 
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 I also looked at my orange bible - the Brainard/Müller annotated translation of the Jenő 
Szabó-Antal’s classic, The Stamps of Baranya.  Brainard and Müller wrote that “Hungarian Postal 
Stationery overprinted by Occupation authorities was uprated with additional stamps for use to for-
eign destinations” and alongside there is an illustrated SHS-overprinted Hungarian cover with a color-
ful array of both Baranya I and II stamps affixed. 
 The aforementioned registered covers vary considerably in the choice of Baranya stamps but 
they have all been uprated to 450 fillér in postage, occasionally with the help of a low-denomination 
Bosnian or Serbian stamps. Sometimes these infiltrators were cancelled and sometimes they were not. 
 As the reader may have noticed, all of these covers were addressed to Eduard Locher in Zü-
rich.  Many bear the same distinctive handwriting.  Mr. Locher, who shared the name of a celebrated 
19th century Swiss Railway engineer, was a celebrated philatelic dealer of the time. All the covers are 
dated the 3 August 1920 and have Zürich Briefträger arrival cds for the 10 August 1920.  
 My first questions about to these covers is: how did these covers get to Zürich?  Under more 
“normal” circumstances, one might imagine that they went first to Budapest, then to Vienna and then 
perhaps via Münich to Zürich.  This may be true for these covers too, but it stretches the credibility 
somewhat.  There are neither censor nor transit marks to back up the idea of this remarkable trip.  In-
deed, covers with Baranya stamps and Budapest arrival marks would be remarkable rarities. 
 An additional view into this remarkable coincidence may be gained by looking at covers from 
Villány during this period.  I have in my collection a number of covers sent by the local Postmaster, 
Franz Bodolácz, to a Mr. Labhardt in Basel.  In this case, the dates of dispatch are different - and so 
(apparently) are the postal rates.  In the example below from 30 March 1920, a franking of 370 fillér 
was sufficient to get the letter to Basel.  This amount is an increase over the 277f in examples from 
November 1919 or the 200f in May 1920.  One might assume that Mr. Bodolácz would have been 
uniquely well placed to know what the “actual” postal rates would have been.  All of these quoted ex-
amples have Basel Briefträger arrival cds. 
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 Letters from Baranya to other countries are also very unusual. Note that the example below of 
a Baranya cover to Germany - offered recently for sale on eBay - is franked with 240 fillér in regular 
Hungarian stamps in addition to the 350 fillér in Baranya stamps.  Both this cover and the one before 
carry Serbian censor marks. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 At no time do I wish to impugn the Swiss reputation for integrity, but I must confess to being 
extremely suspicious with regards to the Locher “fantasy” cards.  Why are there no other dates, why 
are there no other addressees, and why are there no other destination countries?  I am reminded of the 
Conan Doyle maxim: “Once you eliminate the impossible, whatever remains, no matter how improb-
able, must be the truth.” 

 
 
 

WHAT I SAW ON EBAY 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 I noticed an especially ugly series of offerings last spring.  Unfortunately, I lost most of the 
‘better’ illustrations as a result of my computer problems, but was I able to recover a few.  The seller 
Abelikov from Argentina evidently ‘creates’ these offerings using computer technology.  It is not dif-
ficult to scan a genuine stamp, manipulate the color to wash out the design of the stamp, and ‘capture’ 
the overprinted text, which is then used to ‘create’ these pseudo-stamps with the help of a laser or 
bubble-jet printer.  The seller caveats his offerings by stating that he ‘is not an expert’ and entices the 
would-be buyers with a low starting price, usually 99 cents.  Due to the eagerness of buyers for unu-
sual material, some of his lots sold for up to US$20!  A quick scan of his past offerings revealed that 
he did not discriminate, he ‘created’ fake overprints for stamps from many countries.  As few of his 
Hungarian ‘creations’ are shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abelikov’s July offerings 
are shown on the inside of the back cover. 
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 Not all offerings on eBay are as ridiculous as the ones above.  I recently saw an exceptionally 
nice cover flown on the Justice for Hungary flight in 1931.  It was an ordinary airmail envelope 
franked with US airmail stamps sent to Budapest.  Most of mail carried on the flight consisted of the 
special $1 fund raising cards.  The number of such envelopes carried may be fewer than a dozen.  The 
cover sold for US$360. 

 
 
 

MEMORIES OF HUNGARY, 1956 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

  I’m starting this article by illustrat-
ing the souvenir sheet from Poland issued re-
cently to commemorate the 50th anniversary of 
the June uprising in the city of Poznan.  The 
demonstrations resulted in multiple casualties 
after security forces fired into the crowds.  The 
so-called ringleaders were brought to trial in 
October 1956.  The trial presented the catalyst 
that erupted the Hungarian uprising on October 
23rd.  The students of the Budapest universities 
organized a march to the statue of Josef Bem, 
the Polish patriot who commanded the Hungar-
ian armies in Transylvania during the 1848-
1849 War of Independence, near Margaret 
Bridge on the Danube’s right bank.  The march 

was in sympathy for the Poles on trial.  By the afternoon of October 23rd, the march grew into a mass 
demonstration for personal freedoms in Hungary.  
 The university student compiled a list of 14 demands including call for multi-party elections 
and the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Hungary.  The delegation that entered the radio building 
was arrested.  The state secret police unit guarding the building fired into the agitated crowd and 
Hungarian blood was shed.  (The acronym for the secret police originally was ÁVÓ that was changed 
to ÁVH in the early 1950s when it achieved cabinet status.  Originally, the ÁVÓ was under the juris-
diction of the Ministry of Interior.  The letters stood for Állam Védelmi Osztály=State Defense De-
tachment or Állam Védelmi Hatóság=State Defense Department.  Mátyás Rákosi, Hungary’s ‘Little 
Stalin,’ called the ÁVÓ “the steel fist of the Party” and used it to eliminate all real and suspected op-
position.)  A full scale battle started between the people on the street and the secret police.  Factory 
armories were looted for weapons, friendly Hungarian soldiers turned over their guns to the rebels.  
By the morning of October 24th, Soviet armor rolled into Budapest firing indiscriminately at suspect-
ed targets.  Organized resistance developed along junction points of the Great Boulevards. 

 I’ve always been fascinated with the relatively quick entry of the Red 
Army into the fracas.  The Soviet Union was allowed to station units of its 
armed forces in Hungary by the 1947 Paris Peace Treaty in order to guard its 
lines of communication with the Soviet Zone of Occupied Austria.  The per-
mission to continue to do this ended in 1955 when the peace treaty with Aus-
tria ended the country’s partition and guaranteed its neutrality.  The Kremlin 
overcame this inconvenient technicality by establishing the Warsaw Pact, a 
military alliance that allowed it to continue to station troops in Hungary.  The 
units were scattered in barracks throughout the country.  Most of them had 
contact with the locals though barter.  I remember Russian trucks rolling 
through the village every now and then, and the soldiers stopped to sell 
watches or powdered cocoa.  Within a few hours after the first shots were 
fired at the Radio Building, these same soldiers were given live ammunition 
and carte blanche orders to fire at will.  To me, the lack of any hesitation to 
use full military force meant that the Kremlin was ready to subdue any unrest 

 

 

Austrian stamp com-
memorating the Peace 

Treaty of 1955. 
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in the so-called ‘Socialist’ countries on a moment’s notice.  I’m sure that the evolution of this quick 
reaction decision was formed from experiences in the Berlin workers’ revolt of 1953 and the events in 
Poland during the summer of 1956. 
 My hometown was an industrial settlement along the Danube between Esztergom and 
Komárom.  It was originally called Piszke, but was renamed Lábatlan II in 1951 when it was merged 
into the neighboring settlement.  I went to school as usual for a few days after October 23rd; but, by 
the week of the 29th, education ceased as the workers of the country declared a general strike.  A 
Russian language class was compulsory starting the 5th grade, which is where I was.  Our teacher was 
notorious for his Communist fervor; he was also the local head of the Communist Party.  After the 
23rd, his behavior became somewhat sheepish.  When he entered the classroom, he greeted us in 
Hungarian instead of Russian.  He also announced that we could, if we wanted to, cut out the pictures 
of Stalin from our textbook.  I remember burning my textbook soon thereafter as my small contribu-
tion to the revolution.  Tanks rolled through our village on two occasions.  The column came from the 
Hungarian army base near Tata and was heading into Esztergom, where armed clashes occurred with 
the demonstrators.  Our village had a casualty, also.  A drunken man tried to climb aboard a tank and 
was crushed to death.  Since the village was along the Danube, which was the international border 
with Czechoslovakia, the Hungarian Border Guards were stationed in the village.  During one night, 
their barracks were attacked, and we were awakened by gunfire.  The border guard detachment sur-
rendered and turned over their weapons to whoever wanted them.  The Soviet war memorial in the 
corner of the village cemetery was actually erected over the graves of some World War II Hungarian 
casualties.  The memorial was dismantled.  The red stars decorating the gates of the several factories 
in the area were taken down.  My mother told me that at the paper mill where she worked, the gate-
man put the star away for safe keeping saying that he might have to put it up again, later.  It was a 
prophetic statement!  The day that József Cardinal Mindszenty was liberated from house arrest, the 
church bells in the village tolled for hours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Free Komárom’ informational leaflet published on 1 November 1956 by the National Council of Komárom. 
The pamphlet  reported on the revolutionary meeting in Győr, the events in Budapest, the situation in Tata-

bánya, revolutionary events in Mosonmagyaróvár, and what was happening on the Austro-Hungarian border. 
 
 By the end of October, I spent many hours watching the relief convoys bringing supplies 
from Austria into Budapest.  Occasionally, the trucks would drop leaflets or newspapers.  Some of 
these were printed in Budapest, some in the western towns of Komárom or Győr.  I would then pass 
these along to passers-by.  The euphoria of the victorious revolution came to an abrupt halt on No-
vember 2nd.  My father heard reports of Soviet tank columns heading towards Budapest.  He decided 
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to vote for freedom with his feet and packed up the family to head west.  We stuffed a few changes of 
clothes, a handful of family photographs, and, most important of all, my fledging stamp collection in-
to a knapsack.  After walking and hitching rides on trucks we arrived in Győr around noon.  Soviet 
reconnaissance was already in the town in advance of troops coming in from Czechoslovakia.  Later 
that day we got as far as Mosonmagyaróvár and settled in at the Agricultural College with some ac-
quaintances for a couple of days.  It was there that we heard about the Soviet assault on Budapest on 
the morning of November 4th.  Later that day, Soviet troops fresh from Asia surrounded the college 
and disarmed the students.  I watched the guns being loaded on a truck.  The next day we walked to 
freedom.  I would not see my grandparents and other relatives again until 1973, 17 years later. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Striking factory workers outside the gate of the Lábatlan Cement Works during the revolution. 

 
 The Red Army’s massive second invasion crushed all re-
sistance within days.  Imre Nagy’s legitimate government was re-
placed by the Kádár-Münnich puppet government.  By 1957, retribu-
tion was in full swing with executions for ‘crimes against the state’ 
continuing into 1961.  A thaw began with the general amnesty of 
1963, but the Soviet Army stayed until June of 1991, resulting in an 
occupation of 46 years.  The medal shown here on the left was given 
to Soviet soldiers for the ‘guard duty’ in Hungary upon the with-
drawal in 1991. 

 
 
 

THE EDITOR’S NOTES 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 Washington 2006 was an unqualified success.  Attendance at the eight-day event topped a 
quarter-million visits by over 65,000 individuals.  SHP member Kal Illyefalvi deserves a special 
mention.  He was in charge of managing the entire floor infrastructure of the show, a monumental 
task!  Congratulations, Kal, for job well done! 
 It was unfortunate that the Hungarian Post did not participate in this mega-event.  The neigh-
boring country of Rumania was well represented.  In its small-mindedness, the Hungarian Post 
missed a golden opportunity for publicity.  Any costs associated with hosting a booth would have 
been returned multiple-fold in new business for the post.  Hungarian philatelists have not been able to 
host a major international show since 1971.  The Post could help; but, given such reluctance to partic-
ipate, this may not come to pass in our lifetimes. 
 I found that the exhibits at the show were rather haphazardly placed.  It was challenging to 
find a specific exhibit even with the maps of floor layout found throughout the hall and in the show 
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catalog.  Some booths in the bourse had plenty of elbow room, while others were crowded by exhib-
its, for example.  The climate control for the first few days was bitterly cold in the afternoons.  Still, 
the experience in attending was memorable.  There is no substitute for unstructured, face-to-face dis-
cussions amongst members. 
 Most likely, Washington 2006 will remain a record for quite some time for the largest num-
ber of SHP members ever to attend an event.  In addition to the fourteen new recruits, thirty-two 
members signed in at the society table.  They were, in somewhat of a chronological order, Peter Kr. 
H. Bech, Endre Krajcsovics, Chris Brainard, Mike Rigsby, Csaba Kohalmi, John Larson, Jim 
Simon, Jim Gaul, Don Green, Al Kugel, Paul Richter, Ted Johnson, H. Alan Hoover, Jay Car-
rigan, Lyman Caswell, Paul Arnold, Gary Hollander, Bob Morgan, Sam Brachna, Zoltan 
Korossy, István Glatz, Don Heller, Paul Heinrich, David Tripple, T. P. McDermott, Paul Lin-
denblatt, Zoltan Szollosy, Kalman Illyefalvi, Rainer Jaeschke, Randy Frank, Paul Heinrich, and 
Henry Hahn.  The society table enjoyed the company of several spouses, who manned the table and 
contributed to recruiting new members: Edith Morgan, Annette Hoover, Julie Krajcsovics, Barba-
ra Johnson, Corinne Arnold, Beverly Gaul, and Stella Richter.  Isabelle Müller, the wife of the 
late Anthony Müller, also stopped by to say ‘hello.’  In addition, it was our pleasure to make the ac-
quaintance of György Löwei from Budapest, Hungary.  Dr. Löwei is a columnist for the Hungarian 
journal, Bélyegvilág.  Zsófia Glatz, István’s daughter, also spend time chatting with us at the table.  
Hopefully, I captured everyone’s name who was there! 
 Our Society gained more than a dozen new members as a result of the show.  As a result of 
the recruiting efforts, our membership continues to grow.  This is contrary to the membership level of 
the American Philatelic Society.  Unfortunately, APS had to drop over 3,400 members in April for 
non-payment of dues bringing the overall membership down to 42,427.  About ten years ago, the APS 
counted around 55,000 collector-members!  
 The June 2006 issue of Scott Stamp Monthly carried a review of the Handbook of Carpa-
tho-Ukranian Philately written by SHP member Jay Carrigan and Ingert Kuzych.  The 74-page 
soft cover book with black-and-white illustrations was published in 2005 by the Ukranian Philatelic 
and Numismatic Society and Ukranian Philatelic Resources, P.O. Box 3, Springfield, VA 22150.  The 
price of the book including postage is $10 to the United States, $12 to Canada and overseas surface 
mail, $18 overseas airmail. 
 SHP member Peter Kr. H. Bech from Denmark showed us an article about the 1945-46 hy-
perinflation that he wrote for the October 2003 issue of the Dansk Filatelistisk Tidsskrift, the jour-
nal of the Danish Philatelic Society.  The article was titled Verdens største hyperinflation and con-
tained information about the start-up of postal traffic between Hungary and Denmark earlier than pre-
viously known.  
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 The Hungarica new issues from Poland and Rumania are illustrated on the previous page.   
Hungary and Rumania released a joint issue on June 8th depicting Hungarian composer Béla Bartók 
and Rumanian composer George Enescu.  The Rumanian stamps were released in sheets of 20 and 
miniature sheets of 12 (total of 40,000 sets), and souvenir sheets of 2 (10,250 souvenir sheets). 
 It is with regret that we note the passing of Árpád Márfai, a distinguished Hungarian phi-
latelist and author.  Mr. Márfai passed away late last year. 

 
 
 

SHP Society Exhibit Shown at Washington 2006 Prepared by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
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 Several members requested that I make available scans of the one-frame Society exhibit that I 
prepared for Washington 2006.  The theme of the exhibit was The Evolution of the Many Facets of 
Hungarian Philately.  It tells the story of Hungarian history through Hungarian philately and postal 
history.  I will be reproducing pages from the exhibit on a space available basis.  /Ed./ 
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HUNGARIAN POSTAL RATES FOR 2006 
 

 Unlike in previous years, the rate table for 2006 shows only minor increases in fees mostly 
for non-priority mailings.  Special service fees also show a slight upward adjustment.  

 
(US $1 = ~ HUF 220.-) 

 
/Information in the table was compiled from the web page of the Hungarian Post/ 

 

New Hungarian Postal Rates 1 Feb 2006 

(simplified version) Domestic Europe Other Destinations 

 Non-priority 

8.- 

12.- 

2.- 

- 

- 

- 

Priority Non-priority 

8.- 

12.- 

2.- 

- 

- 

- 

Priority Non-priority 

8.- 

12.- 

2.- 

- 

- 

- 

Priority 

 Standard letter1 to 30gm 52.- 90.- - - - - 

 Standard letter1 to 20gm - - 170.- 190.- 190.- 220.- 

 Letter up to 20gm, non-standard - - 185.- 210.- 210.- 

260.- 

290.- 

630.- 

870.- 

240.- 

2.370.- 

3.780.- 

110.- 

 Letter up to 50gm 75.- 120.- 270.- 340.- 35 

0.- 

400.- 

 Letter up to 100gm 90.- 160.- 310.- 420.- 390.- 470.- 

 Letter up to 150gm - - 430.- 540.- 520.- 680.- 

 Letter up to 250gm 115.- 200.- 650.- 950.- 780.- 1.070.- 

 Letter up to 350gm - - 890.- 1.290.- 1.070.- 1.460.- 

 Letter up to 500gm 180.- 280.- 1.250.- 1.820.- 1.490.- 2.030.- 

 Letter up to 750gm 305.- 410.- - - - - 

 Letter up to 1000gm - - 2.280.- 3.520.- 2.790.- 3.970.- 

 Letter up to 1500gm - - 2.880.- 4.690.- 3.590.- 5.380.- 

 Letter up to 2000gm 440.- 500.- 3.470.- 5.850.- 4.390.- 6.790.- 

 Post Card 52.- 90.- 120.- 140.- 140.- 160.- 

 Standard Creative - - - - 

 Advertising matter up to 30gm 43.- 47.- - - - - 

 Advertising matter up to 100gm 63.- 73.- - - - - 

 Advertising matter up to 500gm 98.- 113.- - - - - 

Advertising matter up to 2000gm 330.- 330.- - - - - 

 M Bag up to 5kg - - 4.250.- 5.150.- 6.590.- 7.570.- 

 M Bag over 5kg, per kg - - 670.-  790.-  1.250.- 1.360.- 

 E-mail notification 48.- 600.- 600.- 

 Domestic parcel up to 20 kg  690.- (standard) - - 

 Domestic parcel up to 20 kg 1190.- (non-standard) -  

 Collect on Delivery 230.- 230.- 230.- 

 Registration  160.- 550.- 550.- 

 Certified for parcels only 110.- - - 

 Certified/Tértivevény  110.- 220.- 220.- 

 Official Correspondence 210.- - - 

 “ delivered to addressee only 270.- - - 

 Deliver to addressee only 150.- 160.- 160.- 

 Declared value 280.- (up to 10.000Ft) 140.- for each 5.000Ft 140.- for each 5.000Ft 

 “ for each 1000Ft over 10.000Ft   30.- - - 
 
Footnotes: 
1  The “Standard Envelope” dimensions are 114 x 162 mm (minimum) and 110 x 220 mm (maximum). 
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2006 NEW ISSUES 
 

Issue date: 9 May 2006. 
 

Soccer World Championships, Germany 
 

Face value: HUF 170.  Stamp size: 45 x 35mm. 
Designer: Zsolt Vidák.  The stamp design is split across two adjacent stamps. 
Technical details:  Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition 
of 300,000 stamps. 

 
550th Anniversary of the Battle of Nándorfehérvár 

 
Face value: HUF 120.  Stamp size: 445 x 35mm. 
Designer: Attila Elekes.  The stamp commemorates János Hunyadi’s decisive victory over Sultan 
Mehmet II forces besieging the fortress of Nándorfehérvár, today’s Belgrade.  The victory stemmed 
the Ottoman advance into Europe for the next 70 years. 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition 
of 300,000 stamps. 

 
CEPT Europa - European Integration 

 
Face value HUF 190.  Stamp size: 30 x 30mm, miniature sheet size: 84 x 84mm. 
Designer: Orsolya Kara.  Printed in sheets of 4 stamps; each stamp is rotated by 90° with respect to 
the previous one. 
Technical details:  Printed in offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 800,000 stamps. 

 
Pro Juventute: 100th Anniversary of Ferenc Szisz’s Grand Prix Auto Racing Victory 

 
Face value: HUF 120 + 50.  Stamp size: 40 x 30mm. 
Designer: Péter Berky.  Ferenc Szisz won the first ever Grand Prix auto race in Paris. 
Technical details:  Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an edition 
of 150,000 stamps. 

 
Our Living Heritage - Horses 

 
Face value: HUF 75, 90, 140, 160 (stamps), HUF 600 (souvenir sheet).  Stamp size: 40 x 30mm, sou-
venir sheet size: 95 x 70mm. 
Designer: Kálmán Székely.  The stamps show native Hungarian breeds of horses. 
Technical details:  Printed using offset and relief by the Banknote Printers, Ltd.  250,000 stamps were 
printed in sheets of 50.  The souvenir sheet was produced in an edition of 150,000 numbered copies. 
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2006 new issue: Our Living Heritage - Horses. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Issue date: 19 May 2006 
 

Antique Furniture  
 

Face value: HUF 300, 500, 1.000.  Stamp size: 26 x 33mm. 
Designer:  György Kara and Péter Nagy.  Photographers: Imre Eck and György Darabos.   
Technical details:  Printed using offset in sheets of 100 by the State Printing Office Ltd. in quantities 
required to satisfy postal demand. 

 
 
 

GREETINGS FELLOW SOCIETY MEMBERS! 
 

by SHP Secretary Jim Gaul 
 

 . As the newly appointed SHP Secretary I felt it my duty to write a few paragraphs here and 
tell a little about myself.  I’ve been a member of SHP for over 10 years now and also a 25-year mem-
ber of the APS.  I belong to two other stamp Societies; the Precancel Stamp Society and the Interna-
tional Society of World-Wide Stamp Collectors.  I was the sales circuit manager of the latter for the 
past five years.  
 I believe that this last position will be an asset to the SHP as I kept track of the records of 
about 25 buyers and sellers who participated in the sales program of the ISWSC.  Although this was 
small in scope to the current SHP membership of around 200, I feel comfortable handling the larger 
database of names and addresses.  
 Another position that I hold at my local stamp club will also aid me in my duties.  I’m the 
corresponding Secretary of the North Penn Stamp Club and mail out the monthly meeting postcards 
and other correspondence.  
 I plan to write a column for each publication of The News, so if any of you wish to write, 
email or call me with any questions, comments or suggestions, my door will always be open!  My 
postal and e-mail addresses are listed on the inside of the front cover of each issue. 
 Take care and keep on stampin’…  Jimbo.  

 
 
 

THE EDITOR’S POSTSCRIPT 
 

 I would like to thank the officers and all of the members who contributed material for this is-
sue.  As luck would have it, I have this little space to fill, so not much more would fit in here except 
my words.  I would also like to thank the contributors for their patience while I dealt with my com-
puter problems.  I do have a new machine that, hopefully, will not crash on me as often as the old one 
did.  I have one major article in the pipeline for the October-December issue.  Other than one last mi-
nute arrival that will go in that issue as well, I have not received any new material over the sum-
mer.  So, I have to ring the alarm again: PLEASE SEND IN YOUR ARTICLE, QUESTIONS, 
WHATEVER AND HELP TO FILL THE PAGES OF THE NEXT ISSUE! 

 

 

  

  



 

 

MORE FANTASIES CREATED FOR EBAY BY ABELIKOV  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 These computer-aided fantasy creations may be good for a 
laugh, but some non-savvy buyers on e-Bay take them seriously and 
pay good money for such novelties.  Most of these items received 
bids in the US$10-15 range.  It’s a small wonder that Abelikov con-
tinues to fabricate them.  As always: caveat emptor!  Let the buyer 
beware!  /Ed./ 

 
 

 

 
 

 
WANTED: Any and all material dealing with the Hungarian Gendarmerie (Csendőrség) such as 
mailing labels, picture post cards, post cards, covers, cancellation, documents, photos, items ad-
dressed to and from Gendarmerie detachments, anything and everything.  Call or write: 
 

Zoltan Korossy, 11227 Woodson Ave., Kensington, MD 20895 USA.  Tel: (301) 946-2414,  
e-mail: zoltan@korossy.com. 

 

 

 

FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY 

 
Book # Volumes Years 

1 1-3 1970-1972 

2 4-6 1973-1975 

3 7-9 1976-1978 

4 10-12 1979-1981 

5 13-15 1982-1984 

6 16-18 1985-1987 

7 19-21 1988-1990 

8 22-24 1991-1993 

9 25-27 1994-1996 

10 28-30 1997-1999 

11 31-32 2000-2001 

to be announced 33- 2002-   (new format) 

 

Each book individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of 11 for  $320.00.  
Freight fees will be added to all orders.  Order from:  

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,  

e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org 

 

 

 

    
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH IN BUDAPEST 

 
23 June 2006 

 

 


